Strategies and Progress of Raman Technologies for Cellular Uptake Analysis of the Drug Delivery Systems
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Abstract: Nanoparticle (NP)-based drug delivery systems have the potential to significantly enhance the pharmacological and therapeutic properties of drugs. These systems enhance the bioavailability and biocompatibility of pharmaceutical agents via enabling targeted delivery to specific tissues or organs. However, the efficacy and safety of these systems are largely dependent on the cellular uptake and intracellular transport of NPs. Thus, it is crucial to monitor the intracellular behavior of NPs within a single cell. Yet, it is challenging due to the complexity and size of the cell. Recently, the development of the Raman instrumentation offers a versatile tool to allow noninvasive cellular measurements. The primary objective of this review is to highlight the most recent advancements in Raman techniques (spontaneous Raman scattering, bioorthogonal Raman scattering, coherence Raman scattering, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering) when it comes to assessing the internalization of NP-based drug delivery systems and their subsequent movement within cells.
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Introduction

Drug delivery systems aim to enhance the pharmacological properties of conventional drugs, including pharmacokinetics, absorption rate, distribution, tissue targeting, and metabolism.1,2 Nanoparticles (NPs) are one of the most widely researched and utilized carriers in drug delivery systems due to their high potential.3 NPs enter cells through various endocytosis pathways, which plays a crucial role in determining their therapeutic efficacy, biodistribution, and toxicity.4 The intracellular fate and transport of NPs are also critical factors in the therapeutic effect, as they determine the delivery of drugs to specific subcellular organelles such as the cytoplasm, nucleus, Golgi apparatus, and endoplasmic reticulum.5 The cytotoxicity of NPs is also influenced by their internalization and intracellular fate. Hence, understanding the cellular uptake and intracellular transport of NPs is crucial for the safe and effective design of nanomedicine. Recent advances in chemical analysis and imaging have greatly contributed to the progress in understanding cellular uptake and intracellular transport.6,7 Some fluorescent probes have enabled dynamic imaging in living cells and animals, but the approach has several limitations, including toxicity, limited target linkages, and disruption of biological molecules.7–9 Under this circumstance, there is a growing need for imaging techniques to visualize cells and investigate the interactions between cells and NPs.

The Raman technique has garnered increasing attention for its role in analyzing cellular uptake and intracellular transport of NPs. This appeal arises from its label-free nature, high-throughput capability, excellent specificity, and straightforward sample preparation.10–12 Leveraging spontaneous Raman scattering (RS), these methods offer enhanced...
precision in investigating intricate cellular processes of NPs and drug.\textsuperscript{13} Through advancements in Raman instrumentation, insights into NPs and drug in the cellular and even subcellular components have been achieved by interpreting scattering data from cytoplasm, nucleus, and lipids as well as NPs and drug.\textsuperscript{14} Nonetheless, the sensitivity of spontaneous RS in cellular analysis remains comparatively limited.\textsuperscript{15} Consequently, cellular research increasingly turns to more sensitive techniques, including derivatives of RS such as Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) including coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)\textsuperscript{9,16} and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS),\textsuperscript{17,18} along with surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).\textsuperscript{19,20} This is particularly evident in the study of uptake and intracellular fate of carrier systems. Notably, all these techniques fall under label-free and tag-based strategies. To enhance the selectivity of NPs and drugs, researchers have employed Raman tags which is also named bioorthogonal Raman spectroscopy (RS) to bolster molecular specificity in intricate cellular analyses.\textsuperscript{21} In the label-free approach, analyte fingerprints are acquired, encompassing a myriad of intertwined features originating from diverse biomolecules and materials within the drug delivery system.\textsuperscript{22}

Extracting valuable biochemical insights embedded within this dataset often necessitates the application of multivariate analysis methods.\textsuperscript{23} The review embarks by addressing the heterogeneity of drug delivery systems and delves deep into the mechanisms underpinning cellular uptake and intracellular transport. Subsequently, it introduces and compares the fundamentals of the Raman technique and its derivatives, furnishing a comprehensive grasp of these methods. Ultimately, the spotlight shifts towards the exploration of the pivotal role played by multivariate analysis. Furthermore, this discourse delves into the challenges and prospects intertwined with the methodologies and advancements in Raman technologies for the analysis of cellular uptake of drug delivery systems. In contrast to other review papers\textsuperscript{24–27} in the field of Raman techniques, our review is centered on the most recent advancements in the analysis of cellular uptake within drug delivery systems. We specifically explore the application of various Raman techniques in this context and provide comparative insights based on their respective properties.

**Drug Delivery Systems Based on Nanocarrier**

NPs used in drug delivery systems can be made from a wide range of materials (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{28–31} Lipid-based NPs, for instance, are spherical structures composed of a lipid bilayer and include different forms, such as liposomes and micelles.\textsuperscript{32,33} Solid lipid nanoparticles consist of biodegradable solid lipids, boasting intriguing properties like small size, a large surface area, high drug loading capacity, and the potential for phase interactions at the interface. These attributes make them highly attractive for enhancing the performance of pharmaceuticals.\textsuperscript{34} Polymer-drug conjugates are another popular type of NPs used in drug delivery and offer the advantage of precise control of biocompatibility and formulation parameters.\textsuperscript{35,36} Nanocapsules, as a distinctive type of nanoparticle, exhibit a unique nanostructure characterized by a liquid or solid core encased within a polymeric shell.\textsuperscript{37} Additionally, inorganic materials are also used to prepare NPs of various shapes.\textsuperscript{38,39} Recently, it is popular to design NPs with different binding materials on their surface such greatly influence effectiveness.\textsuperscript{40} Overall, the characteristics of NPs significantly influence their uptake pathways and intracellular transport routes.\textsuperscript{41}

NPs can be generally internalized into cells through the cellular membrane by endocytosis, which can be fundamentally sorted into two main groups: phagocytosis and pinocytosis (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{42,43} Phagocytosis generally describes the receptor-mediated engulfment of relatively large particles into phagosomes.\textsuperscript{44} On the other hand, pinocytosis encompasses clathrin-mediated endocytosis, caveolin-mediated endocytosis, clathrin/caveolae-independent endocytosis, and macropinocytosis.\textsuperscript{7} The uptake pathway depends on the specific characteristics of the NPs, which is often influenced by inhibitors that obstruct this pathway. For instance, clathrin-mediated endocytosis takes place at the clathrin-rich area of the plasma membrane.\textsuperscript{45}

The intracellular transport of NPs following uptake affects their degradation within cellular compartments and ultimately determines their cytotoxicity and the drug therapeutic efficacy.\textsuperscript{42} Upon internalization across the cell membrane, NPs fuse with early endosomes and proceed through various pathways, primarily guided by a network of endosomes in collaboration with other subcellular organelles such as the Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum, and lysosomes.\textsuperscript{6,7} Lysosomes play a crucial role in the degradation process by fusing with matured late endosomes and releasing the breakdown products.\textsuperscript{46,47} Conversely, NPs can also undergo a rapid recycling pathway, leading to their
Figure 1 (a) Illustration of heterogeneity of drug delivery systems. From a material perspective, NPs can be constructed from lipids, polymers, and inorganic materials; in terms of shape, NPs can be designed into cube, sphere, rod, ellipse, star, and triangle; on the surface, surface-binding materials can be proteins, carbohydrates, antibodies, and polymers. These differences in NPs give rise to distinct characteristics, encompassing material composition, size, stiffness, porosity, morphology, and shape. (b) The mechanisms involved in cellular uptake and intracellular transport of NPs. The endocytosis of NPs encompasses two major pathways: phagocytosis and pinocytosis, which includes clathrin-mediated endocytosis, caveolin-mediated endocytosis, clathrin/caveolae-independent endocytosis, and micropinocytosis. Subsequently, there are three possible transport mechanisms for NPs inside cells: (1) Rapid recycling, (2) Release into the cytoplasm or nucleus, and (3) Degradation by lysosomes. Created with BioRender.com.
release outside the cell. However, to persist within the cell, NPs must evade these two pathways and instead interact with specific subcellular organelles, such as the nucleus or Golgi apparatus.  

**Raman Technology**

**Spontaneous Raman Scattering (RS)**

The spontaneous RS occurs when a laser interacts with a target molecule (Figure 2). This interaction results in the emission of scattered light at altered wavelengths. The change in wavelength is related to the vibrational and rotational energy levels of the molecule, which provides information about the molecular identity. RS can be used to analyze the interaction of drug delivery systems with cells by measuring the spontaneous Raman response from the drug delivery systems and cellular components such as lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Contemporary confocal Raman microscopy boasts exceptional high-resolution imaging capabilities, facilitating the simultaneous detection of multiple cellular compartments without the need for labeling. The RS fingerprint contains various biochemical peaks of cellular components, including lipids, cytoplasm, and nucleic acids. For example, characteristic Raman peaks of proteins can be found at 618 (C-C twisting), 937 (C-C stretching), and 1083 (C-N stretching) cm\(^{-1}\), while peaks at 1340, 1458, 1576, and 1662 cm\(^{-1}\) can indicate the presence of nucleic acids (Figure 3). Additionally, the presence and content of lipids and related compounds can be evaluated based on the Raman peaks at 1754 (C=O), 1656 (C=C), 1440 (CH\(_2\) bend), and 1300 (CH\(_2\) twist) cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 3). These characteristic bands in the fingerprint region provide valuable information about the biomolecules within the cell.

![Spontaneous Raman scattering](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S435087)

![Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S435087)

![Stimulated Raman scattering](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S435087)

![Surface enhanced Raman scattering](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S435087)

**Figure 2** The interactions between light and molecular vibrations related to four types of Raman techniques including spontaneous RS, CARS, SRS, and SERS. \(\omega_p\), \(\omega_s\), and \(\omega_{as}\) represent the frequencies of the incident radiation, Stokes beam, and anti-Stokes beam, respectively.
Lipid/protein ratio, nucleic acid-to-lipid ratio, and DNA/protein ratio have been used to indicate the cellular compartment scattering based on univariate analytical methods. For example, DNA/protein ratio was used to indicate the cellular uptake of the encapsulated doxorubicin inside poly (D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) NPs. At the single-cell level, the observation of changes in the bands of DNA and proteins within the cell nucleus, leading to a reduced DNA/protein ratio, strongly indicates DNA damage in the doxorubicin treated group. To be noted, we show the cellular uptake of NPs analysis based on various Raman techniques in Table 1. Another example is the tracking of PLGA NPs and their cargo of antibodies inside the cell. The spontaneous Raman response of the PLGA NPs, antibody, and lipid generated.

Table 1 Cellular Uptake Analysis of the Drug Delivery Systems Based on Various Raman Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Content</th>
<th>Small Molecular</th>
<th>Nanocarrier</th>
<th>Analysis Method</th>
<th>Raman Technique</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA damage of cell related to the doxorubicin</td>
<td>Doxorubicin</td>
<td>PLGA</td>
<td>DNA/protein ratio</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>[67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular uptake and intracellular delivery of C6-ceramide</td>
<td>C6-ceramide</td>
<td>Modified PLGA</td>
<td>VCA</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging of live cells</td>
<td>Alkyne</td>
<td>PPE derivatives</td>
<td>Tag signal</td>
<td>Bioorthogonal Raman technique</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracellular fate and distribution of non-modified and peptide-modified liposomes</td>
<td>Deuterium</td>
<td>Liposomes</td>
<td>CD/CH ratio</td>
<td>Bioorthogonal Raman technique</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcellular distribution of NPs</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Polyacrylate-coated α-Fe₃O₅ and TiO₂</td>
<td>MCR</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalized of NPs into cells</td>
<td>Deuterium and alkyne</td>
<td>PLGA</td>
<td>Tag signal</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-cell imaging of behavior of polymer NPs</td>
<td>Alkyne, nitrile, and carbon-deuterium bonds</td>
<td>Biocompatible organic NPs</td>
<td>Tag signal</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
a cellular profile, and the concentration of the antibody was indicated by the Raman intensity. This implied that most of the encapsulated antibodies were released into the lipid-rich region or the cytoplasm of the cell. Several studies have demonstrated the usefulness of label-free RS for imaging and tracking the intracellular degradation of PLGA NPs. In addition to univariate analysis, multivariate analysis is commonly employed in RS analysis.14,69–71

For instance, in Figure 4A (i and iii), we can observe Raman images of two types of cells that were incubated with NPs for 1 and 3 hours, employing a conventional spectral unmixing algorithm.71 The uptake of these particles through endocytosis becomes distinctly evident after the initial 1-hour incubation period. Notably, there are small vesicle-like inclusions, measuring approximately 0.5–1 µm in size, dispersed throughout the cytosol. The Raman spectrum associated with the cytosol exhibits characteristic protein bands, displaying the typical Raman signatures of cells, including the amide I band at 1650 cm$^{-1}$, methylene groups at 145 cm$^{-1}$, and the phenylalanine ring at 1002 cm$^{-1}$71 (Figure 4A (ii and iv)). In a study by Chernenko et al, Vertex Component Analysis (VCA) was used to analyze the cellular uptake and intracellular delivery of C6-ceramide within modified PLGA NPs using label free Raman spectral data.72 The decomposed loadings and scores were based on the spectral matrix are expected to contain the spectral information of the pure components. The results based on VCA reveals that modified NPs were rapidly internalized in the cells, as depicted by overlaying pseudo-color images representing the concentration of cell body and nuclei, membrane-rich organelles, early endocytic vesicles, and NPs (Figure 4B). The scores resulting from VCA modeling showed the relative concentration of those components, which provided a superior image in terms of contrast and sharpness compared with the conventional fluorescence staining. The label free spectral model significantly indicated the intracellular accumulation of the PLGA NPs in the targeted cancer cells because of the surface peptide modification. RS provides valuable information about the NPs and cellular profile, including the presence and spatial distribution of specific molecules, such as proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and other biomolecules. This allows researchers to gain insights into the metabolism of NPs. This makes it a powerful tool for real-time and dynamic observation of the cellular uptake analysis of the drug delivery systems.82,83

Bioorthogonal Raman Technique

Raman technology, although utilizing intrinsic signature bands of cellular biomolecules and drug delivery systems, is often limited by low spatial resolution, sensitivity, and molecular specificity.56 The shared intrinsic chemical bonds of the drug delivery systems among multiple cellular biomolecules result in low specificity of the target molecules. To overcome these limitations, Raman tags with only a few atoms have been developed to enhance molecular specificity in complex cellular analysis while preserving the molecular properties.84,85 Raman tags are bioorthogonal and vibrate in the cell-silent window (1800 ~ 2600 cm$^{-1}$), improving sensitivity and specificity by reducing the influence of cellular background.84 Importantly, the Raman technique utilizing Raman tags is alternatively referred to as bioorthogonal Raman technique. This methodology finds applicability not only in RS but also in CRS and SERS.56 Alkyne is widely used as Raman tag in biological analysis, including the analysis of cellular uptake of drug delivery systems.86,87 For example, the NPs based on Poly (phenylene ethynylene) (PPE) derivatives have been shown to enhance alkyne vibrations in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Content</th>
<th>Small Molecular</th>
<th>Nanocarrier</th>
<th>Analysis Method</th>
<th>Raman Technique</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperspectral live-cell Raman imaging of subcellular organelles</td>
<td>PDDA</td>
<td>Polydiacetylenes</td>
<td>Tag signal</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization of the distinct stages of endocytosis involving AuNPs within cells</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>AuNPs</td>
<td>Multivariate analysis</td>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular uptake of antibody-modified AuNPs in human breast cancer cells</td>
<td>BPE Raman reporter</td>
<td>AuNPs</td>
<td>Tag signal</td>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocytosis analysis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>BP AuNPs</td>
<td>DNA, protein and lipid signal</td>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Raman-silent region, providing improved imaging of live cells (Figure 5A). This phenomenon can be attributed to the heightened alkyne signals arising from the incorporation of alkyne groups into the robust backbone and the extended delocalized π-conjugated structure. Besides, deuterium labeling is also frequently employed, especially in the analysis of liposomes. For instance, in a study of the intracellular fate and distribution of non-modified and peptide-modified liposomes, deuterium was used to label the liposomes (Figure 5B). The resulting Raman imaging utilized CD/CH ratio as a preliminary quantification variable. Based on its nondestructive nature and high sensitivity, it is expected to make significant progress in the dynamic monitoring of the intracellular processes of NPs and their pharmaceutical agents.

Coherent Raman Scattering (CRS)

CRS technique has significantly improved the speed compared to spontaneous RS. The real-time vibrational imaging capabilities of CRS make it a promising tool in the analysis of cellular uptake of drug delivery systems. CRS imaging involves both CARS and SRS. CARS is a nonlinear parametric phenomenon corresponding to a new frequency of \((\omega_p - \omega_s) + \omega_a\) and the quantum state of the molecule remains unaffected (Figure 2). SRS, on the other hand, is a dissipative process related to stimulated Raman gain at \(\omega_s\) and stimulated Raman loss at \(\omega_p\) where the stokes beam experiences a gain in intensity and the incident radiation beam experiences an intensity loss (Figure 2). The input excitation \((\omega_p - \omega_s)\) is transmitted to the target molecule for the vibrational excitation. To be noted, the intensity of SRS is linearly related to the concentration of the target molecule and appears at the same wavelengths as the excitation fields. Both CARS and SRS have been used to monitor the dynamic cellular uptake of drug delivery systems. For example, the label-free SRS imaging technique was employed to investigate the subcellular distribution of NPs (Figure 6A) in T. thermophila.
This exploration was guided by semi-quantitative findings achieved through multivariate curve resolution (MCR) analysis. Notably, distinctive subcellular distribution patterns emerged due to diverse uptake pathways and notable competitive uptake dynamics involving two distinct NPs: polyacrylate-coated $\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ and TiO$_2$. Additionally, bioorthogonal labels can be used in CRS analysis to evaluate NPs and drug dynamics at the cellular level. For instance, Vanden-Hehir and colleagues have undertaken an investigation involving two derivatives of PLGA. These derivatives have been modified with deuterium and alkyne labels, which possess Raman activity in the cell-silent spectrum. Notably, these engineered NPs exhibit no toxicity towards living cells. Furthermore, through SRS imaging, it has been demonstrated that PLGA containing both types of Raman tags are effectively internalized within primary rat microglia cells. Another example of SRS with Raman tags is a live-cell imaging which was performed using Raman tags like alkyne, nitrile, and carbon-deuterium bonds to analyze the behavior of polymer NPs. The high and sharp SRS signal produced by NPs with Raman tags is used to demonstrate the efficient endocytosis and accumulation of NPs in vesicles near the cell nucleus. In addition to small molecules, polydiacetylenes (PDDA) can also serve as Raman tags. In this study, these PDDA molecules have been deliberately designed and synthesized to exhibit water solubility and enable their function through a host-guest supramolecular scaffolding strategy (Figure 6B). In comparison to traditional small molecule alkyne reporters, PDDA demonstrates a remarkable enhancement of alkyne Raman signals, with an increase of up to approximately $10^4$-fold. Leveraging these derivatives of PDDA, hyperspectral live-cell Raman imaging of subcellular organelles was successfully achieved, which offers both high spatiotemporal resolution and employs SRS at low laser power and time constants. Furthermore, SRS analysis does not have to be based on a single Raman tag. Dual-color and multi-modal
imaging can be achieved using multiple tags. For example, two functionally-active lead tags were selected to identify drug-dependent changes in cellular composition and the progression of the cell cycle at the single-cell level.

SRS presents a multitude of benefits. These include heightened sensitivity, distinct fingerprint-like characteristics, seamless three-dimensional optical sectioning without the need for a pinhole, non-intrusive observation, the ability to penetrate deep tissues, and immunity to non-resonant background interference. Additionally, SRS offers quantitative capabilities. Owing to these diverse advantages, SRS has found an expanding range of applications, notably in the realm of analyzing cellular uptake within drug delivery systems.

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS)

SERS is a widely-used technique that leverages the interaction between a Raman reporter and a metal surface with rough features, such as Ag or Au NPs. This interaction can result in greatly enhanced Raman responses, up to a factor of $10^{11}$ or higher, which allows for the analysis of small sample volumes with high optical contrast and specificity for individual molecule (Figure 2). For example, a label free SERS platform was developed to discern and visually depict the distinct stages of endocytosis involving AuNPs within cells. This achievement was facilitated through the utilization of multivariate analysis techniques, which enable the differentiation of various cellular compartments. SERS has also been used to analyze the uptake of NPs into cells through tagged strategies. One example of this is the work of Kapara et al, who developed a non-destructive SERS imaging method for the cellular uptake of antibody-modified AuNPs in human breast cancer cells. They tracked the real-time intracellular uptake of AuNPs using SERS nanotags. The SERS map vividly displays heightened signal accumulation within cell interiors (left). Upon dynamin inhibition, SERS signal across cells diminishes, with the signal becoming concentrated at the cell surface (right). This SERS cell mapping underscores the reliance on dynamin-mediated endocytosis for the internalization of SERS nanotags into cells. The study not only showed the endocytic mechanism of the internalization but also illustrated the dynamic localization based on Raman imaging. Endocytosis analysis based on SERS can also be applied to two-dimensional nanomaterials.
For example, the black-phosphorus-based-gold nanoparticles (BP-Au NPs) has achieved great SERS sensitivity because of the presence of Au NPs on the surface of a BP sheet (Figure 7B). The analysis based on the endocytosis inhibitor indicated that most of the BP-NPs were uptake based on macropinocytosis and caveolae-dependent endocytosis.
Furthermore, they showed the localization of the population of the hybrids in the sub-organelles including lysosomes based on the SERS-fluorescence dual-mode imaging analysis along with the statistical analysis. As well as the cellular level analysis, SERS can also achieve single NP observation based on super-resolution imaging techniques, which shows that SERS hotspots have seen fluctuation instead of a fixed feature of the corresponding NPs. The results provided a useful guide for single-molecule SERS experiments. The detailed characterization of endosomes and lysosomes allowed the depiction of the cellular uptake of AuNP reporter-free SERS probes at a subcellular level. Compared with other Raman techniques, SERS analysis has achieved much higher sensitivity, which allows the relatively precise quantification and localization of NPs in the cell. As a highly sensitive visualization method, SERS is frequently juxtaposed with fluorescence for comparison. For instance, Bálint conducted a study investigating the mechanisms of drug diffusion and uptake, specifically focusing on emodin-a potential anticancer drug-within live cancer cells using Ag NPs. In this study, SERS exhibited a level of comparability with fluorescence, as indicated by the similar patterns of cellular drug accumulation observed. SERS boasts several advantages over fluorescence, including the capability to work with minute drug quantities, utilization of embedded probes, and the flexibility to position probes within cells.

Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that SERS also presents certain drawbacks when contrasted with fluorescence. For instance, while fluorescence enables estimation of drug accumulation based on overall cell uptake, SERS relies on estimating drug concentrations at specific cellular locations. This discrepancy could potentially lead to lower repeatability in SERS measurements. This repeatability issue might be attributed to factors such as variations in metal structures and inconsistencies in SERS enhancement levels. To address these challenges, numerous research groups are actively engaged in the pursuit of improved SERS substrates and tagging techniques. This concerted effort holds the potential to elevate SERS to a level where it could serve as an alternative to fluorescence in the realm of cellular uptake analysis for drug delivery systems.

Comparison Between Various Techniques
Fluorescent labeling is a commonly employed technique in cellular analysis; however, its utility in drug delivery studies for tracking dynamic processes of nanomaterials within cells and understanding drug degradation pathways is constrained due to limitations associated with available fluorescent labels. Moreover, the use of fluorescent labels has the potential to alter the characteristics of both NPs and cells. In addition to fluorescence microscopy, there are alternative methods utilized in cellular uptake analysis of drug delivery systems, including atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and flow cytometry, each with its own set of advantages and drawbacks. AFM boasts high resolution, the ability to provide quantitative mechanical data, and requires minimal sample preparation. Nonetheless, it does come with drawbacks such as slow scanning speeds, limited in-depth imaging capabilities, and the necessity for specialized training. TEM offers ultra-high resolution and the capacity to delve into subcellular details while enabling the study of internalization at the nanoscale. However, it demands extensive sample preparation, may introduce potential artifacts from staining procedures, and predominantly produces 2D images. Flow cytometry is distinguished by its high throughput, quantitative analytical capabilities, and suitability for large cell population studies. Nevertheless, it suffers from limited spatial information and the inability to observe the real-time internalization process. In summary, fluorescence microscopy facilitates real-time visualization, while AFM, TEM, and flow cytometry contribute valuable information regarding nanoscale interactions, cellular ultrastructure, and quantitative data, respectively. Nevertheless, all these techniques come with certain limitations, particularly related to sample preparation and other factors.

RS, SERS, CARS, and SRS are powerful tools for analyzing molecular vibrations and gaining insight into the chemical composition of cellular uptake analysis of the drug delivery systems. Table 2 presents a comparison of these techniques in various aspects. Bioorthogonal Raman technique is essentially a type of technique with an additional tag, making the difference between them lie primarily in specificity, which is not discussed here. SERS utilizes the same instrumentation as RS but exhibits different characteristics due to its much higher sensitivity enabled by the SERS substrate. However, the linearity of SERS is affected by the non-uniformity of the SERS intensity, mainly due to variations in the hotspot distribution on the substrate. Despite attempts to improve uniformity, complete uniformity and
The linearity of SERS intensity remain theoretical. The reliability of SERS is related to the uniformity of SERS substrate, which is a challenge in SERS analysis. Contrasting RS, CRS, including CARS and SRS, shows significant differences in instrumentation. CRS typically involves more expensive equipment compared to RS. While RS uses a single continuous wave (CW) laser, CARS requires two pulsed laser sources. In many CARS experiments, sensitivity is not limited by the detection of CARS photons but by distinguishing the resonant and non-resonant parts of the CARS signal, leading to substantially higher sensitivity than RS. Moreover, due to the different spectroscopic principles, the analyte's profile in CARS exhibits a Fano-like shape, shifted with respect to the Raman signal. The intensity of CARS is nonlinear to the analyte due to coherent addition from individual molecules, whereas RS intensity is linear to the analyte concentration since it involves incoherent addition from individual molecules. SRS instrumentation can be based on CARS with an optical modulator, a photodiode detector, and a demodulator. SRS offers the advantage of linear intensity response to the analyte, similar to RS, but with significantly higher sensitivity than RS. Compared with CARS, SRS offers significant advantages in cellular imaging because of its linear concentration dependence, automatic phase matching, preservation of spontaneous Raman spectra, and higher detection sensitivity. Additionally, CRS, including CARS and SRS, provides background reduction and reduced fluorescence interference, further improving sensitivity and speeding up data acquisition. When considering resolution, it's important to note that both RS and SERS exhibit relatively low resolution, primarily influenced by the laser wavenumber. On the contrary, CARS and SRS techniques provide markedly superior resolution, primarily owing to distinctions in their laser sources. The high resolution empowers the precise localization of nanoparticles within cellular compartments and support time-lapse analysis. The issue of sample preparation is pivotal in cellular analysis, directly linked to the experiment's complexity. In this context, Raman techniques hold a distinct advantage due to their minimal sample preparation requirements, making them suitable for real-time cellular analysis of drug delivery systems without using special sample holder. However, it's worth noting that in SERS analysis, live imaging may not always be feasible, as it depends on the specific SERS substrate, some of which can potentially harm or even lead to cell death. In addition, it is necessary to pre-fix cells for live SERS imaging analysis. Moreover, label-free techniques do not require staining, whereas bioorthogonal Raman techniques do. In summary, each technique has its advantages and limitations. RS is widely used for its simplicity and broad applicability. SERS and CRS offer enhanced sensitivity and specificity for certain applications, but with more complex instrumentation.
The cell environment is complex, and the Raman spectra of the cellular biomolecules are often overlapped with each other and with the Raman signals resulting from the drug delivery systems. Thus, the information-rich Raman spectral dataset includes many covariate features of multiple biomolecules and the materials from the drug delivery systems. Machine learning methods are commonly used in the Raman spectral dataset to reveal the biochemical information after the preprocessing of the spectra including cosmic ray removal, baseline correction, and scaling. It is common to extract the characteristic spectral information, cluster the cellular biomaterials and the drug delivery systems, and then visualize the biomaterials and the drug delivery systems at the single-cell level based on the machine learning methods (Figure 4).

One of the common strategies is to reduce the dimension of the column-wise augmented spectral matrix by creating new coordinates which are also named new variables. Examples involve principal component analysis (PCA), VCA, independent component analysis (ICA), and MCR. Although those methods are based on different strategies, they all decompose the column-wise augmented spectral matrix into two matrices, pure spectra matrix and scores independent concentration profile matrix (Figure 4). Generally, the loading matrix is made of the new variables, which are related to the relevant spectral information from the biomolecules. Correspondingly the score matrix shows the associated weights of the samples in the new coordinate systems related to the loadings. Among those methods, PCA extracts the eigenvector based on the largest variance of the data, resulting that the first few loadings being related to most of the spectral variance information. This means that PCA is not expected to obtain the pure spectra of the biomolecules. Compared with PCA, VCA, ICA, and MCR are designed to extract the pure spectra of the biomolecules. VCA is commonly used in cellular visualization based on RS. To be noted, the scores represent the relative concentrations of the new variables, which are expected to be pure biomaterials. The visualization of the cell can be accomplished based on the relative concentration information of the biomaterials (Figure 8).

Machine learning can also be used to in labeled Raman data analysis. For example, deuterium-labeled liposomes was used to demonstrate targeted delivery to specific cellular organelles, based on the content analysis of internalized liposomes in distinct vesicular compartments. In this case, the visualization of the cell was achieved through decomposing the column-wise augmented spectral matrix using VCA, which extracted information on the nuclei, cell body, mitochondria-rich regions, and internalized liposomes. Besides, the machine learning can also be used in SERS analysis to assist cellular visualization. For example, Huefner et al introduced the PCA-LDA model to identify the spectral features of endosomes based on reference spectra and achieved cellular SERS maps displaying the scatter of AuNPs based on reporter-free SERS. In this study, they used the separated spectra of the endosomal and lysosomal as a reference and showed the distribution of endosomes and lysosomes based on the PCA-LDA scores.

![Figure 8](https://doi.org/10.2147/IJN.S435087) The imaging analysis strategy aims to uncover biochemical information by reducing the dimensionality of the column-wise augmented spectral matrix. In this approach, the 3D Raman data is first unfolded and subsequently decomposed into pure spectra matrix and independent concentration profile matrix, which are associated with pure compounds such as nucleic acid, protein, and lipid. The independent concentration profile matrix is then refolded to construct a cellular image that illustrates the distribution of the pure component among cellular compartments and the presence of drugs.
Conclusion

Drug delivery systems have significant potential in the pharmaceutical industry due to their ability to target specific issues or organs such as tumors, infections, and inflammation sites. Understanding the mechanisms of cellular uptake is crucial in evaluating the efficiency and safety of NPs. In recent years, Raman technique has gained growing significance in the visualization of the internalization and subsequent cellular dynamics of NPs. This technique offers the distinctive capability to unveil the unique signatures of various components, encompassing cellular organelles and drug delivery systems, all while demanding minimal sample preparation. Notably, its inherent label-free nature circumvents the need for introducing external markers that could potentially disrupt normal cellular responses. Capitalizing on these merits, RS facilitates the real-time tracking of cellular interactions, thereby enriching our comprehension of the behavior of drug delivery systems within the intricate milieu of living cells.

Nonetheless, challenges persist within the realm of RS, notably encompassing its inherent limitations in sensitivity and spectral resolution. These factors curtail its efficacy in conducting analyses at the single-cell level. Mitigating these constraints, the emergence of nonlinear RS, exemplified by techniques like CRS, including SRS and CARS along with SERS, has ushered in noteworthy enhancements in sensitivity and spectral clarity for cellular investigations.

Among these innovative techniques, SRS stands out due to its exceptional sensitivity and chemical specificity, rendering it a preferred choice for real-time monitoring of NP interactions within cellular components. This extends to the meticulous examination of NP-cell interactions at the subcellular level. A distinct advantage of SRS lies in its quantitative capacity, facilitating studies that explore dose-dependent effects, NP distribution, and variations in uptake across diverse cell types. Moreover, SERS stands out as an exceptionally sensitive technique, rivaling even fluorescence. A growing number of researchers are embracing SERS to investigate the intricate interactions between drug delivery systems and cells. Nonetheless, this method is not without its limitations, notably encompassing challenges like low repeatability and nonlinearity. To address these concerns, there is active development underway to engineer improved SERS substrates for better signal uniformity and enhancement. This endeavor holds the potential to elevate SERS into a promising and robust technique for analyzing drug delivery systems at the cellular level.

Besides, incorporating bioorthogonal Raman tags involves the design of specialized probes targeting NPs, which can subsequently be internalized by cells. This precision, rooted in the distinct and discernible Raman peaks, empowers researchers to differentiate between various types of NPs and subcellular structures. This differentiation unveils intricate insights into the spatial distribution and interactions governing these elements. Furthermore, the ongoing development of a broader spectrum of Raman tags promises expanded applications and refined capabilities for cellular analysis. Moreover, the refinement of RS resolution can be advanced through the integration of machine learning techniques. This convergence empowers the extraction of intricate chemical and biological information from the distinctive Raman fingerprints. The marriage of Raman technology and machine learning thus presents a potent synergy, paving the way for more comprehensive and nuanced insights into the intricacies of cellular and molecular dynamics of NPs.

In conclusion, cellular behavior studies of NPs based on Raman techniques are expected to remain a popular research area in the coming years. The advancements in nonlinear Raman technology, the exploration of novel Raman tags, and the development of robust data analysis platforms are poised to significantly expand the applications of Raman techniques in the analysis of cellular uptake of NPs.
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